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Abstract. In this work, we systematically analyze all e-voting protocols
designed to provide everlasting privacy. Our main focus is to illustrate
their relations and to identify the research problems which have or have
not been solved in this area.
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1 Introduction

In all elections, it is crucial to ensure that the final election result correctly re-
flects the votes chosen by the voters. Moreover, voters’ individual votes must
remain secret so that the final result is not biased by those who are afraid to
express their own will freely. In order to guarantee these two fundamental prop-
erties, modern secure e-voting protocols strive for (end-to-end) verifiability and
(vote) privacy. In order to guarantee verifiability, some information about the
voters’ individual choices needs to be public. Since, at the same time, vote pri-
vacy must not be jeopardized, essentially all verifiable e-voting systems used in
practice today (e.g., Helios [8] or Belenios [3]) employ the following approach:
voters encrypt their votes under the talliers’ public key, publish the resulting
ciphertexts, and the talliers use their secret key to process these ciphertexts to
obtain the final result. Now, the problem is that secrecy of all public-key en-
cryption schemes deployed in these systems (e.g., ElGamal) is based on certain
computational hardness assumptions (e.g., decisional Diffie-Hellman) that en-
sure vote privacy at the time of the election, but not necessarily in the long run.
A future adversary, who learns from public data of past elections which cipher-
text belongs to which voter, may therefore exploit novel (previously unknown)
algorithms or more powerful machines (e.g., quantum computers) to efficiently
solve the underlying hardness assumptions and thus break privacy of voters ret-
rospectively. As explained above, such a risk is unacceptable for many real-world
elections.

Fortunately, in order to ensure that vote privacy remains preserved in the
future, numerous e-voting protocols have been proposed in the academic liter-
ature (e.g., [1, 2, 9, 10, 4]). These protocols strive for what is called everlasting
privacy. This property ensures that privacy is protected unconditionally so that
even a computationally unbounded adversary is not able to learn how individual
voters voted. Most of the e-voting protocols mentioned above actually aim for
a weaker notion of everlasting privacy. In fact, these protocols are designed to
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guarantee unconditional privacy towards any external adversary who can access
all public election data but who is not able to monitor the whole communication
network. This relaxed notion of everlasting privacy is called practical everlasting
privacy [5]. It accurately models the overall threat scenario of a future adversary
who knows all public material required to verify an election and who is able to
break any computational hardness assumption.

In the next sections, we explain our methodology and then describe our key
findings.

2 Methodology

We use the following approach to systematically analyze the state-of-the-art in
secure e-voting with everlasting privacy:

1. We study the academic literature to find all relevant existing protocols in
this field.

2. We classify existing protocols according to how they (intend to) provide ev-
erlasting privacy technically. Moreover, we illuminate how different protocols
depend on each other.

3. We analyze which existing protocols are practically efficient and guarantee
public verifiability as well as (practical) everlasting privacy under realistic
assumptions. To this end, we investigate which protocols actually achieve
the properties they were designed for originally, and we critically reflect on
the assumptions that existing protocols make.

4. Based on our analysis in the previous steps, we identify which research prob-
lems have already been solved and which ones are still open.

We collected 25 existing e-voting protocols designed for secure e-voting with
everlasting privacy, however, for the sake of limited space we refer interested
readers to the full paper.

3 Our Classification

We propose a classification that captures all existing e-voting protocols aiming
for everlasting privacy. We identify two different classes of existing protocols, B-
ANON and B-ID. In B-ANON, everlasting privacy reduces to publishing ballots
anonymously. On the contrary, in B-ID, where public ballots are identifiable,
everlasting privacy is based on the privacy-preserving technique to tally ballots.
We argued in the full paper that the general approach taken in B-ID is superior
to the one in B-ANON; in short: B-ID > B-ANON. We observe that the two main
classes B-ANON and B-ID essentially differ in two aspects: (1) the method used
to ensure everlasting privacy as well as the phases when the respective method
is applied, and (2) the technique employed to guarantee public verifiability.
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4 Solved and problems

4.1 Solved problems

We discover that in both classes, B-ID and B-ANON, there exist reasonable
protocols for secure e-voting with everlasting privacy under the respective as-
sumptions made in these classes. For everlasting privacy, all of these protocols
consider future adversaries that are not active during an election. We distinguish
between those protocols that can handle simple ballot types (e.g., where voters
can choose one candidate) and those which can handle arbitrary ballot types
(e.g., where voters can rank candidates).

Observation 1 (Simple ballot types) In B-ID, there exist two secure approaches
that can handle simple ballot types: the one based on [1] and the one based on the
homomorphic version of [2]. While [2] offers everlasting privacy towards the pub-
lic (i.e, practical everlasting privacy), [1] additionally offers everlasting privacy
towards a threshold of talliers.

Observation 2 (Arbitrary ballot types) In B-ID, there exists one secure ap-
proach that can handle arbitrary ballot types, the one based on the mix net version
of [2]. In B-ANON, there exist two reasonably secure approaches that can handle
arbitrary ballot types [3, 4]. These protocols offer practical everlasting privacy.

All of the approaches mentioned before are sufficiently efficient for large-scale
elections. In particular, Belenios [3] has already been deployed in many real-world
elections.

4.2 Open problems

The most important open problems are:

1. Formal protocol analysis: While the cryptographic components of the promis-
ing approaches [1, 2, 4] have been analyzed in-depth, it is an open problem
to formally analyze these proposals on the protocol level. It is also an open
problem to formally analyze everlasting privacy of Belenios [4].

2. Deployable e-voting system: While Belenios [3], which is in B-ANON, can
be deployed for real-world elections, it is an open problem to develop a
full-fledged deployable e-voting system that realizes one of the promising
approaches [1, 2] in the superior class B-ID.

3. Weaker trust for arbitrary ballot types: All promising approaches that can
handle arbitrary ballot types [2, 4, 3] require that all election authorities
or all talliers are trusted for everlasting privacy. It is an open problem to
mitigate trust on the authorities in terms of everlasting privacy for arbitrary
ballot types.

4. Receipt-freeness: In all of the promising approaches [1, 2, 4, 3], some evidence
is created on the voters’ devices that can serve as a proof for how the voter
voted. It is an open problem to securely and efficiently improve [1, 2, 4, 3] so
that they are free of such receipts.
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From our point of view, the first two open problems (formal protocol analysis
and development of a deployable system in B-ID) are the most pressing ones. We
note that for automated verification, there exist appropriate symbolic definitions
to address the first open problem, for example [5] for everlasting privacy and [6]
for verifiability/accountability; recent advances [7] facilitate applying these def-
initions in a joint verification platform.

5 Conclusion

We demonstrated that there exist four promising approaches [1, 2, 4, 3] among
the numerous proposals for secure e-voting with everlasting privacy. These solu-
tions offer the potential to guarantee everlasting privacy in real elections. These
approaches significantly differ in the assumptions that they need to make for
everlasting privacy. While [4, 3] need to assume that voters submit their ballots
anonymously, the other two approaches can avoid this often unrealistic assump-
tion. Therefore, [1, 2] are preferable whenever distributing the trustee is feasible.

We identified two important open problems, one of theoretical and the other
one of practical nature. First, it is fundamental to formally analyze the security
of all promising protocols [1, 2, 4, 3]. Second, it is desirable to realize the two
strongest proposals [1, 2] so that they can be deployed to guarantee everlasting
privacy of elections in the real world, not only in theory.
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